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I Don’t Care, and Neither Should You
Last night, after snorting my last three lines of ground up rice
krispies off your sisters poorly-dyed back hair at what the
administration is insisting on calling “Sungod,” I was left with a
feeling oh too common among anyone who’s spent any time here
at UCSD: apathy. Apathy so strong it has consumed my entire
being. I’m utterly apathetic, and it only gets better by the day.
With each passing moment that I am both conscious and awake –
and there are a few – I find my head in the asian-sweat filled clouds,
trying my best to escape the ever declining condition of the
shithole campus where I pay way to goddamn much to spend my
days. Whether it be the totalitarian, leech-like administration who
insist on making our college careers as unpleasant as possible, the
meanial, unrewarding assignments that never end, or the
knockoff–brand–white-bread population of sheep who are too
damn afraid to speak their opinions, let alone have any there’s
always something here to force my head back to the blissful state
of pure unadulturated nothingness. Though existential crises are
bound to happen every other week at our age, this one’s real, trust
me guys. The only thing that should get us through the day is
embracing the little freedom we demand to rettain while being the
fuckin’ special snowflake our parents have wet dreams about now
that their midlife crises are finally over. While time spend here is
short-lived, your life, if I don’t find you in time, won’t be. By
making life a game for your amusement, everything is instantly
more interesting, entertaining, and enjoyable.
Follow in the footsteps of the wise Snoop Dogg who was
prematurely forced to give his FUCK YOU to the university,
wearing SDSU gear on stage after being forced under contract
not to smoke any of his 81 daily blunts. Whether it’s destroying a
priceless water fountain, duct taping an 8 foot strapon to the triton
statue, showing your lopsided tits on library walk, getting a DUI on
campus to laugh at the empty rhetoric your office spits out,
publishing meaingless and unread articles in your newspaper of
choice, pissing off of the highest building on campus, tearing the
Tardian three new assholes in a game of sloshball, or kicking that
fucknugget straight in the gonads like someone should’ve long long
before you got the nerves to, the time is yours now to be
motivated by nothing, to give your fuck you to the world. Or don’t,
I don’t care, and neither should you.
Summer will soon be here to remind us how little our time
spend at UCSD means. Your “real problems” will wash away into
trivial nothingness, as they should, and hopefully you will realize
that before you’ve pissed away 4+ years hiding in your shell. Not
giving a shit must be your way of life if you are to survive. Lighten’
up, because with your help, it ain’t so bad.
Suck my left nut because my right has had enough of your shit,
Gabriel L. Cohen
Editor-in-Chief
The Motherfucking Koala

The Koala has NEVER stopped meeting on Fridays at 4:20.
We’re looking for artists, writers, designers, and anyone who
has an opinion worth sharing, so come find us at Porter’s Pub!
editor@thekoala.org
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Members of Yet Another Crashed Plane
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I asked her to cheat on her boyfriend. That week, the killings In Libya had intensified. Work was a mess. Robert was talking to himself louder than usual, scaring the customers. A bunch of kids had gotten into the habit of coming to the café and stealing stuff. I
punched one of them in front of his friends one time. He told me when he grows older he’ll take his revenge. That day, my therapist
prescribed me these tiny, blue pills. They made me extremely horny but at the same time gave me diarrhea. I didn’t think it was fair
but it was what it was. On Thursday, she texted me. She said she was alone at home and if I was in the neighborhood I should stop
by. I accepted. I had swallowed five of the tiny pills and it was a matter of time before one of the two side-effects took a grip on me.
I hurried to the nearest gas station and bought a bottle of white wine. We drank. I kept refilling her glass, convinced that it would
take some boozing before a girl would have the stomach to touch me. After a few glasses were filled and emptied, I leaned to kiss
her but she pushed me back. Meanwhile the television was roaring with news from Libya. Three thoughts were going through my
head: she was evil, she was evil, she was evil. I wanted the kid to show up and take his revenge right there and then, to get rid of me.
I asked her to cheat on her boyfriend, but she refused. “Muammar Gaddafi has been captured and killed. I repeat, Muammar…” the
news anchor said indifferently, ferociously chewing a gum. I didn’t beg her. I would have if she weren’t so
orthodox. So, I thanked her for having invited me and asked if I could use her restroom before I left. But when
I oepened the door I heard her scream: “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds
allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views exprssed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its
principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this
publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and
views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are
not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD,
GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers,
employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility
and liability for the content of this publication.”

World Famous
Top Five Lists
Top 5 Reasons I Love Raping
Girls In The CS Dungeon
1. Good resume booster
2. Nobody will hear their cries with
headphones plugged in
3. Gives another reason for David Dantas to
exist
4. Ramps up business at my already booming
rape trauma center
5. People will mistake it for a gangbang and
join in
Top 5 Additions To The
Kenyan Westfield Mall
1. Food crumb court
2. Build a bomb workshop
3. Ethiopian food
4. Sand exhibit
5. Boko Haram Boutique
Top 5 Planned Parenthood
Pickup Lines
1. Wow your stamp card is almost full!
2. So what’s wrong with your genitals?
3. Want to try again?
4. Hey girl, I could be your plan b!
5. Hey baby, what’s your mom’s name?
Top 5 Ways To Show You’re
Serious About The Drought
1. Buy your lube by the gallon
2. Think about it over a long shower
3. Update your Facebook status (strongly
worded)
4. Shower with OH instead of H2O
5. Create a new ice bucket challenge!
Top 5 Ways Hillary Clinton Is
Like A Sprinkler-System
1. Both hate trickle-down
2. Both are proudly displayed on the lawns of
hypocritical Californian liberals
3. Both are sub-optimal choices for President
4. Both utilize the Meixcan labor force for
their own advancement
5. Both pretend they are necessary, but deep
down know they are utterly useless to society
Top 5 Reasons Sungod 2015
Stopped The Drought
1. Mandatory rain dances required for entry
2. Plenty of virgins around to sacrifice
3. The smoke will create an inversion layer
trapping what remains of our local humidity
4. The unquenchable thirst actually conserves
water
5. Snoop gon’ make it rain
Top 1 Alternative To Staring
At Your Facebook Wall
1. Staring at a real wall

Top 5 Reasons Your Passport
Is Still In Tijuana
1. Being used as a label for your kidney
2. You forgot which stripper you left it in
3. After enough tequila you thought it would
make a nice taco shell
4. Some drug lord is cutting lines with it
5. Because your body will never leave, either
Top 5 Songs To Masturbate To
1. Beat it
2. Here Cums the Sun
3. The entirety of “Trapped In The Closet”
4. Sandstorm (extra fast)
5. Go Down, Moses
Top 5 Rejected A.S. Campaign
Slogans
1. You can’t spell DUI without I
2. Vote for us and we’ll stop bothering you
3. We promise to take your money and
change nothing!
4. We’re one of the only parties on campus
5. No more homework!
Top 5 Similarities Between
Kholsa’s House And Hitler’s
Third Reich
1. The showers are often crowded
2. The smoke smells like burning latkes
3. There’s a 14 year old girl trapped in the
attic
4. At his camp we rarely get baked
5. You can help make 6 million people toast
Top 5 Aborted Fetus Uses
1. Halloween decorations
2. Shotgun silencer
3. Spot’s newest chew toy
4. Addition to your trophy wall
5. Fish bait
Top 5 Reasons You’re Just
Like A Beer Cozy
1. Your purpose in life is very, very small
2. You wrap yourself up in a matter and have
relatively no impact on it whatsoever
3. No one, unless forced, wants to have you
4. 3. holes
5. You’re only happy when there’s alcohol in
you
Top 5 Ways Handing Out
Flyers On Library Walk Is Like
Living In An Orphanage
1. You’re just trying to get someone to accept
you
2. It’s hot, it’s crowded, and you’re drunk
3. You can only take it so long before you end
up joining the church
4. After your day is done, you’re left with the
rest of the unclaimed pile
5. You might as well be homeless

Top 5 Reasons To Step Back
From That Ledge
1. To get a running start
2. No one wants to clean that shit up
3. You could cut ties with all the lies that
you’ve been living in
4. Nobody will remember you – shoot up the
school instead
5. Never mind, just jump
5 Things To Do After Being
Expelled
1. Become homeless, you’re probably broke
by now anyway
2. Become that Geisel hobo you’ve always
dreamed about!
3. Make the biggest impact you’ve ever made
on campus! (I suggest the 8th floor stairwell in
Geisel)
4. Use your chem knowledge to go cook
meth
5. Now that you’ve given up on school, you
might as well give up on life
Top 5 Reasons You Didn’t
Donate Blood Today
1. You confused fucking a black girl with
taking a trip to Africa in the past 6 months
2. Your girlfriend vampire fetish has been
leaving you a bit drained
3. You’re really late to your midterm
4. You wouldn’t be able to give them a good
vein anyway
5. You might as well just give alcohol
Top 5 Reasons To Wear A
Parka In The Summer
1. You live in Antarctica
2. You have hypothermia and are medically
required to wear a parka
3. You’re trying to avoid sunburn ‘cause you’re
pale as fuck
4. You’re starring in a summer musical called
“Theater in the Park-a”
5. You’re an international student and don’t
understand anything
Top 5 Gifts To Buy Your
Abusive Mother For Mother’s
Day
1. A spatula (you can hope she’ll cook for you,
but she’ll just hit you with it)
2. A boquet of poison ivy
3. Pictures of you as a kid – if you can find any
where you aren’t bruised
4. A letter telling her you love her –
Stockhome Syndrome hits hard
5. Chocolates infused with the same brand of
rat poison she tried on you
Think your candy ass can do better?
Come and shoot us! Porter’s Pub on
Fridays at 4:20

UC San Diego Administration Introduces Graffiti Hall Replacement: Graffiti Hull
La Jolla, CA

Appealing to the year-long outcry of the painting-over
of students’ beloved two-floor hallway of free
expression space, after the failed attempt at installing
graffiti boards next to the freshly steamrolled Porter’s
Pub, the UC Regents Board approved Graffiti Hull.
Taken from the widely successful UC SHIP health
insurance program, which has been revealed to be a
part of a longer, hidden, acronym standing for
Students Harmed Inside Programs Designed to Inflict
Catastrophic Kalamity, the program takes “limbs,
ligaments, and souls” from broke, hurting students
and puts them on display – after being carefully spray
painted – in the shape of a giant ship’s hull.
Incorporating both SHIP and Graffiti Hall in this new
project has been called a “slam dunk” by the
administration.
As the newest addition of the world-renowned Stuart Art Collection, the hull is believed to be only a small part of the entire art piece,
which is scheduled to be rolled out over the next two years. An interview with Art Director for The Hull, Dr. Michael Yass gave us some
more insight:
Koala: Mr. Yass, let me first thank you for buying me three thirty racks of PBR and eight peyote buttons, it’s a pleasure to interview you.
Now, why only release the Hull first, and not other parts of the exhibit?
M. Yass: We’ve decided that releasing any more than small pieces of hull at a time will mentally disturb the students body. Subjecting
them to so many mutilated peers at once would wreak utter havoc on their small, fragile minds.
Koala: Have there been any ethical concerns regarding the spray painting and display of our student body’s bodies?
M. Yass: Oh! Well, yes, I believe that the color turquoise isn’t much of a color at all, and have since banned its use on the hull.
Students found spray painting any limbs or ligaments the forbidden color will be taken into our new program, RAFTASS.
Koala: Final question. If I wanted to donate, let’s say, a spare penis, how would I go about doing so?
M. Yass: Excellent question. Donations are always appreciated and can just be tossed on the hull at any time. If you want to go the
extra mile, and we really smile favorably upon the students that do, you can buy limb-independent-ass-glue from any
school-sponsored retailer. The product was named after me, but it seems the ‘Y’ fell off during production.
Following the strict policy of student-happiness-misdirection, The Hull is envisioned to be so large that it covers the entirety of Sungod
lawn, both giving and taking away spaces valued by students. The Hull’s platform of urine and feces will be put in place this Thursday,
and the menagerie of limbs, ligaments, and souls will be hauled in by the truckload and put in place shortly after. Preliminary spray
paint coat will be done by UCSD’s own “We Don’t Need No Eye’s” club for Black, blind immigrants.
In other news, as many as 482 students this week have been diagnosed with cholera, tuberculosis, hepatitis, myiasis from walking
backwards under the Sungod statue in preparation for upcoming midterms, which has become a cesspool of limb-runoff next to the
Hull’s first installation. Just kidding, nobody fucking walks under that thing.
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Spring Fashion @ Library Walk

Boning Chinese girls
Praise the one child policy
No condoms for me

Sitting on Library Walk and what you see is splendor. All types
present, there are fun glimpses of compsciolderwomantryinghardbutsweetfellow, and they will be cool people when you meet them.
Though their clothes, their clothes! You get a better look when
the sun gets filtered through climate change cloud and the nice details
light up. Japanese grinning import – starting at the very top, hairline is on
the run and won’t be coming back, quite skinny in a really endearing way.
Jeans are HUGE and very much dad, hiked up to his thin waist and it is
really droll. His white New Balances are aged like a bad wine, but aged
and digestible nonetheless, despite their big ol’ clunk. (If he were younger
you would relegate to the Autistic, and that would be a bad way to go
about your business). Token administration, perhaps menopausal Mom
coming up, polyester suiting make masculine. Blonde-haired and
haggard-but-doing-best-to-stay-young, she is good at her job and manages the family way back home in Escondido. You find new faces, literally
new in that they’re faces of undergrads, and boy are we self-conscious.
Inspired by Tumblr/Reddit/EGO-LIKE-CRAZY!
Clarks Desert Boots and Birkenstocks gone wrong. Streetwear
big-blocked letters wear the Koreans and Chinese, funded by Statesponsored revenue and Inner-Circle technocracy (you won’t call it tacky
because it really does look fly). And here’s your personal favorite, beige
beige beige white-haired brainiac with just the most -interesting- look on
his face. These people and their garb sing sweet songs to you, neurotic
fanfare in your head, it feels electric.
Your stay ends when you spot the Christians coming. It is time out
and you might as well head home. We are happy people on a most
peculiar campus, and it’s okay, sometimes. Until, perhaps, bullshit
picayune doldrum.

A dog in booties:		
Why are you wearing booties?
Dogs don’t wear booties		
No more weed for me
I’m way too old for that shit
Hello crystal meth

I wear Black face too
Every fuckin’ day, bitch tits
Because I am black
It is a blessing
French toast can go with vodka
What a great morning

It’s really painful
Counting syllables for words
Fuck haikus, fuck ‘em
Boston Marathan:			
Good work, no one died this year
You want a medal?
Black lives matter? Why?
Won’t they will die anyway…?
Everyone will die

Swagmaster Kholsa
Eatin’ the pussy all day
Like, he eats real cats
Happy Earth Day, Bitch
Please use only Styrofoam
Help save the planet

There’s rain in SD
Hurry, get your umbrellas
Ooh, it’s a sprinkler

Party Reviews
1
2
3
4
5

How I Beat Your Mother

This was probably the most formal party I’ve
ever been to. Guests arrived on time and introduced
themselves one by one (+1 for Punctuality), then
out of the blue this one guy started telling a story
about how his Dad beat his Mom (-1 for spousal
abuse) when he was a kid and just a bunch of
really negative shit and then he just launched into
this truth vomit mode and started telling us about
how many DUIs he’s had and how he has an Oxy
addiction (+.5 for almost being fun to be around)
and doesn’t pay any attention to his kid, talk about a
fucking downer!
Later on some weird shit happened and I’m
not sure if I dreamed this but I swear there was
some guy in the back trying to pry open a lockbox
with the Jaws of Life talking about how waiting 3
more days was impossible (+2 for the Fiending). I
snapped out of the boredom induced coma long
enough to ask the cougar next to me where the
keg was, or if there was any jungle juice-get this,
no alcohol (-420 for WHATTHEFUCK?!?!). None!
Just coffee and donuts. I’m pretty sure I’ve been in
church and felt less out of place, who the fuck prays
in public?! I’m not sure what pagan ritual was taking
place but I was fairly sure it wasn’t going to be an
orgy and I was reaching a critical mass of withdrawal
symptoms.
“How could I be so stupid?” the one
question ringing in my mind as I scrambled to find
that sweet nectar of lifelong fulfillment. Stumbling
out the door I kicked over the sign that lured me
in screaming, “fuck your false promises, alcoholics
welcome my ass!” (-1 for False Advertising). Luckily
there was a CVS nearby so I gave the cashier a
cigarette to buy enough time to slam a few plastic
handles and recharge my BAC to functional levels
long enough to stumble to the after party at a
crack den (+.5 for CVS tobacco ban finally being
convenient).
2/5 Dead Students

The Dungeon

Last Friday night, I boldly went where
no sexually-active student has gone before—the
basement of the CSE building, otherwise known
as “the dungeon” (+1 bravery). Armed with only a
flashlight and a notebook, I set out to address some
stereotypes about Computer Science majors at
UCSD. Are they really a bunch of socially-retarded,
acne-ridden, League-of-Legends-playing bronies? Is
it true they don’t shower? Is the dungeon really that
bad? To answer your questions, yes. That’s all true.
But it’s even worse than you could imagine (+1.5
accurate stereotypes).
First Impression: When I entered the
dungeon, it resembled a jihadist’s wet dream—72
virgins filled the room, with a few frat boys filling in
the gaps.The floor was littered with empty Red Bull
cans, moldy pizza boxes, and cum-stained tissues
(-1 cleanliness). The room reeked of Asian asshole
(which smells more vinegary than normal-person
asshole). If I gave you a more accurate description of

Dead
Dead
Dead
Dead
Dead

Student: Been there, done that
Students: Murder-suicide extrodinair
Students: Now the party ‘s really getting started!
Students: The result of one AS Presidential DUI
Students: Extra Extra Kool Kool-Aid

the smell, you’d never eat Panda Express again. The
initial scene was too much for me, and I immediately
vomited next to the doorway that I entered from.
Luckily, my puke landed in an existing pile of non-CS
major vomit (+2 segregation).
Atmosphere: After popping a breath mint, I
decided to push forward (+1.5 determination). The
atmosphere of the CSE basement is most similar to
a cave full of bat shit. There are no windows in the
dungeon, (there are window slits near the ceiling,
but they don’t actually let in light), so it’s extremely
dark at all times. Like the morlocks in H.G. Well’s
The Time Machine, CS majors are extremely
sensitive to the sun, and all other forms of light.
As a result, every Computer Science major in the
dungeon is ghoulishly pale (-3 I’m afraid of ghosts).
When I turned on my flashlight, a group of CS
majors in front of me scurried away in all directions,
like cockroaches.
Decorations: In B250 (one of the rooms in
the dungeon), My Little Pony posters line the walls.
The posters seemingly boost morale, because B250
is always the most crowded room in the dungeon.
However, upon closer inspection, the posters reveal
a darker purpose. Every poster has been installed
with a fleshlight, and each fleshlight is aligned
with the genitals of the My Little Pony character
depicted in the poster (-2.5 Shrek fleshlights are
better). Next to each poster is small hook, which is
perfectly designed to hold a fedora. During my time
in B250, a fight broke out between two CS majors,
who were arguing about “who got to take the first
shot at Sprinkle” (+1 Sprinkle’s mine now, bitches).
Another, shorter CS major fashioned the used
tissues on the ground into a pile, and then stood on
it so he could “get a better angle on Sunshine.”
Sexual Opportunity: Unfortunately, the My
Little Pony sex room was not the most disturbing
thing that I witnessed in the dungeon. After
considering my chances of actually running in to a
girl in the women’s restroom, I went inside. To my
horror, I actually found one.The girl was being pinned
on the floor by six CS Majors. Five of the six men
wore trench coats and fedoras (+2 distinct fashion
sense). The sixth was wearing a frat jacket (for legal
reasons, I cannot specifically name the frat; however,
I can say that the jacket had the letters “P,” “K,” and
“E” on it). One of the CS majors had the last issue of
The Koala in his hand (+2 The Motherfuckin’ Koala).
It was open to the page with all the Top Five Lists.
“Can you believe how inaccurate this shit is?” one
CS major sneered, pointing the “Top 5 ways coding
in the CS Dungeon is Like A Gangbang” list. “I’m
not even going to use finger action,” another said
self-righteously. I ran out of the dungeon as quickly
as I could, and tried to report the assault to the
campus police department. However, the detective
explained to me that the police department didn’t
actually have jurisdiction in the dungeon after Rick
Ord declared martial law in 2001.
Conclusion: The CSE building is the most
dangerous place on campus. Nobody, especially
women, should ever go there under any
circumstances (-.5 equality).
4/5 Dead Students

Searching For Pink

Fresh out of Vegas, with a newfound
affection for cocaine embedded in my system, we
set off for Santa Ana to listen to new-fashioned
punk, and more importantly, to be face-to-face with

the man, the myth, the Ariel Pink (-.5 for the very
real threat that he might hide under the drum set
and pout).
Walking towards the gates, it became clear
I hadn’t followed the LA-baby-punk, my-mombought-me-this-slutty-top-from-American-Apparel
dress code, and my hair was unfortunately one
natural color. (-1.5 for still being easily intimidated
by 16-year-olds). The day was blur of unintelligible
lyrics and PBR, finishing the night with some 30+
man offering me weed then promptly redacting
the offer when my boyfriend showed up, and River
Cumos’ dad pounding on the drums (+2 for Weezer
acknowledging that no one wanted to hear that
new album).
After a break for sleep, ramen, and morning
sex (-4 for dry vaginas), I was prepared to gratefully
guzzle whatever lyrical cum dear Ariel was bound
to release the next day. As we ventured into the pit
of the main stage, we were greeted by the happiest
leather-bound men I’ve ever seen outside of a gay
orgy, making the preteens around me bob ‘n weave
to “that sweet rock n roll sound” (+.5 for leather
in general). It was here, in this pit, that I was lured
into a false sense of security. I began to believe
that moshing was all fun and games, and I would
be able to avoid a wild pit filled with sweaty, white
teenagers, should I choose to do so. I was feeling
pretty confident in myself, prepared to jump around
and pretend like I knew the band that was playing,
when the first drum beat struck. Immediately I was
struck with regret as the crowd began to move
as one giant formation of violent, swaying body
parts, and as the tempo increased, so did my level
of discomfort. As the moist secretions from the fat
white child behind me smeared across my forearms,
some wiring in my brain snapped and I knew what
had to be done. In a matter of seconds, I thoroughly
embarrassed myself and all those around me by
inadvertently throwing my elbows in all directions
and breaking into tears (-1.5 dry vagina, wet face).
Knowing my day could only get better from
here, I glanced at the stage and saw the man himself,
clad in a TJ Maxx dress and spiked purple platform
heels (what else?) – baby Ariel lovingly lamented
violence and ballerina areolas, as the children behind
me again demonstrated their ability to ”stick it to the
man” by moshing to anything regardless of genre or
tempo (+2 for tall intimidating partners that elbow
shitheads out of the way). A smile swept across my
sweaty face realizing it was scientifically impossible
to be upset while an asian ghost is playing guitar
in front of you. (+3 for a life goal accomplished in
watching a 5’4”, 34 year-old-man contort around a
stage).
I pulled myself together with the help of
more alcohol, and listened to Tennis ft. 90’s Sarah
Jessica Parker. We ventured back outside where I
actually knew the words to a punk song (+.5 for
finally appearing like I belonged) probably-notso-subtly took off my bra, and was love-tapped
by a drunk woman with her cigarette (+ another
.5 for being able to casually tell people I’ve been
burned with a cig). As I wandered away from the
Observatory to a soundtrack of neverending heavy
guitar, I thanked god, Ariel, and the stars above that
I was still alive and had a human by my side to share
pabst with when life got too claustrophobic (+2 for
beautiful birthday presents).
3/5 Dead Students

Koala Sex Advice

First and foremost, the well being of your (what
I expect to be rather girthy) chode is of utmost
importance. As an expert in alternate lubricants, your bathroom is your friend. Carefully
lug you and your chode Tuba to your bathroom
and look for shaving cream (my personal favorite). Lather up your junk and pull out just like
your daddy didnt. If that doesn’t work just spit
on it bitch!

From: Hispes
My girlfriend gave me herpes, how can I
mutilate her dead body?
The word mutilate is really an mild way to
go about all of this, after what she did to you.
Thats some real cunt shit! I’d suggest building
a really beautiful, elaborate funeral pyre for her
–– burning her alive is a nice way to tie kill her,
and the added poetic subtext of your burning
genitals has already brought a tear to my eye. If
you’re tight on time I’d suggest tieing her down
and burning stripes into her skin. How sick
would it be to have dated a tiger?!
From: Blowhard Rob
My dick just got stuck in the fat end of
the tuba again, and I’m all out of butter.
Help!

I’d suggest dressing up as a child and
“accidentally” bending over in front of him. If
you have any more questions feel free to call
our Rape Advice Hotline at (800) 666-6969.

From: UnexpectedDetour
I have been having a lot of unprotected
sex lately. I haven’t had my period for
3 month now until yesterday when I
started bleeding uncontrollably. At first I
From: Dildon’t?
thought that I was just constipated and
How many dildos is too many dildos?
hate to really take a shit. So I sat on the
As a male, any number of dildos is too many
toilet for what seemed hours and just
dildos. The fact that youve managed to atpushed very hard. More blood kept comtain 374 dildos is, well, frankly terrifying. Your
ing out, and then some really bloody shit
cavernous monster-vag is probably well past
came out of my vagina instead of my
the point of salvation. I’m going to be up front
asshole. What is going on? Is there a hole
here: I’m really insecure that I’m not going to
between my anus and vagina so that shit
impregnate enough girls to build my empire by
can now come out of my vagina?
the time I die at the ripe old age of 27 – did I
First of all I would like to say congratulations:
mention I’m a rockstar? Any time spent with
that bloody shit happened to be your unborn
a dirty-cock-imitation is time wasted. Donate
child. You somehow managed to stick a clothes
that shit to charity, there are virgin kids in need. hanger up your hooch and abort your poor
child without realizing it! What I suggest is to
From: Lololololita recently remembered
gain some weight. No dude in his right mind
my cousin molested me as a child. what
would stick his dick in a beached whale, so
steps can i take to entice him to molest
chances are you won’t get pregnant again. If you
me again, cause i think it was the best sex still wanna get fucked, I suggest using the ass.
i’d ever had?
I know it might seem really shitty to use, but
Hey Lololololita, glad you asked us here at the
eventually when you shit it will just slide right
Koala, because we know what a touchy subject out – you won’t even have to push.
molestation is. The trick to getting molested is
following the pros’ advice: “If their age is on
From: GorillaDick
the clock, they’re ready for the cock” –Pope
My dick fell off. Will gorilla glue work?
Franky. Based on my extensive porn watching
You are a gorilla, aren’t you?

